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	Term - Priority: Short term, high priority
	Enter Action Item description here: 6.2.1 - Invite KIVA to partner with City government and local organizations to develop micro-lending to small businesses.  KIVA, a non-profit organization that supports entrepreneurs and small businesses through Internet-based crowd funded loans, has established a loan product called Kiva Zip.  Kiva Zip loans are 0% interest, no-fee loans, made to small businesses that do not qualify for conventional financing, because the loan amounts are too small or the risk is too high. Loans are funded by individuals who lend  as little as $5. 
	Add partners here; bold lead actor: City of Milwaukee Dept. of City DevelopmentMilwaukee Economic Development Corporation (MEDC)Wisconsin Women's Business Initiative Corporation (WWBIC)Local banksLocal foundationsLocal entrepreneur-support organizationsKIVA.orgLocal groups to serve as trustees to vet borrowers (faith-based, BIDs, micro-lenders, neighborhood associations, chambers of commerce, ED technical assistance providers)  
	Add resource needs here: $200,000 in grant funds to support KIVA.org back-office operations and train a KIVA fellow to do on-the-ground organizing in Milwaukee $150,000 in matching loan funds to double the impact of crowd-sourced lending KIVA fellow (individual trained by KIVA and located in Milwaukee to train local trustees
	Add implementation steps here: 1) Invite KIVA representatives to Milwaukee to meet with prospective funders and trustees, introduce the concept, determine whether local support can be generated (June 2014) 2) Work with KIVA and local funders to achieve fund-raising required to bring KIVA to Milwaukee  (July through December 2014) 3) Request $25,000 in 2015 City budget toward the KIVA grant requirement of $200,000 (September 2014) 4) Establish relationships with prospective trustees (July through December 2014) 5) Embed KIVA fellow with WWBIC to identify and train  trustees (September 2014 through December 2015) 6) Launch KIVA Zip loans in Milwaukee with public event (December 2014) 7) Trustees assist borrowers to seek KIVA Zip loans.  (Beginning October 2014) 8) Publicize KIVA Zip lending as a way in which individuals in metro Milwaukee can personally become involved in supporting business growth in the central city. (Beginning December 2014)
	Describe reason(s) for action item here: Small companies are a very important vehicle for job creation, and small business formation represents represent a new source of economic opportunity for the growing minority population.  However, Milwaukee has a low rate of business start-up, and lack of capital is frequently cited as the major barrier. This problem is particularly acute among borrowers seeking small amounts of money; conventional lenders reject such loan applications because the cost of loan servicing and risk are too high.  Even micro-finance agencies such as WWBIC reject most of the loan applications they receive. Many entrepreneurs finance their businesses by incurring very expensive credit card debt.    This action addresses the lack of capital available locally to small start-up businesses, by spreading the risk of such lending among many individual borrowers.  Carrying no interest and no fees, KIVA Zip loans are very affordable to the borrower. "Character" underwriting allows far more loan applicants to qualify than traditional financial underwriting.   
	Describe desired outcome(s) here: By December 2017: 200 entrepreneurs funded 25 trustees endorsing local loans 90%+ repayment rate among borrowers $1 million lent 
	Enter Strategy title here: Maximize effectiveness of local technical assistance.
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